We study the problem of approximating and learning coverage functions. A function c : 2
Introduction
We consider learning and approximation of the class of coverage functions over the Boolean hypercube {−1, 1} n . A function c : 2 [n] → R + is a coverage function if there exists a family of sets A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n on a universe U equipped with a weight function w : U → R + such that for any S ⊆ [n], c(S) = w(∪ i∈S A i ), where w(T ) = u∈T w(u) for any T ⊆ U . We view these functions over {−1, 1} n by associating each subset S ⊆ [n] with vector x S ∈ {−1, 1} n such that x S i = −1 iff i ∈ S. We define the size (denoted by size(c)) of a coverage function c as the size of a smallest-size universe U that can be used to define c. As is well-known, coverage functions also have an equivalent and natural representation as non-negative linear combinations of monotone disjunctions with the size being the number of disjunctions in the combination.
Coverage functions form a relatively simple but important subclass of the broad class of submodular functions. Submodular functions have been studied in a number of contexts and play an important role in combinatorial optimization [Lovász, 1983 , Goemans and Williamson, 1995 , Fleischer et al., 2001 , Edmonds, 1970 , Frank, 1997 , Feige, 1998 ] with several applications to machine learning [Guestrin et al., 2005 , Krause et al., 2006 , Krause and Guestrin, 2011 , Iyer and Bilmes, 2013 and in algorithmic game theory, where they are used to model valuation functions [B. Lehmann and Nisan, 2006 , Dobzinski and Schapira, 2006 , Vondrák, 2008 . Coverage functions themselves figure in several applications such as facility location [Cornuejols et al., 1977] , private data release of conjunctions [Gupta et al., 2011] and algorithmic game theory where they are used to model the utilities of agents in welfare maximization and design of combinatorial auctions [Dughmi and Vondrák, 2011] .
In this paper, we investigate the learnability of coverage functions from random examples. The study of learnability from random examples of the larger classes of functions such as submodular and fractionallysubadditive functions has been initiated by Balcan and Harvey [2012] who were motivated by applications in algorithmic game theory. They introduced the PMAC model of learning in which, given random and independent examples of an unknown function, the learner is required to output a hypothesis that is multiplicatively close (which is the standard notion of approximation in the optimization setting) to the unknown target on at least 1 − δ fraction of the points. This setting is also considered in [Balcan et al., 2012 , Badanidiyuru et al., 2012 . Learning of submodular functions with less demanding (and more common in machine learning) additive guarantees was first considered by Gupta et al. [2011] , who were motivated by problems in private data release. In this setting the goal of the learner is equivalent to producing a hypothesis that ǫ-approximates the target function in ℓ 1 or ℓ 2 distance. That is for functions f, g, Ex∼D[|f (x) − g(x)|] or Ex∼D[(f (x) − g(x)) 2 ] where D is the underlying distribution on the domain (with the uniform distribution being the most common). The same notion of error and restriction to the uniform distribution are also used in several subsequent works on learning of submodular functions [Cheraghchi et al., 2012 , Raskhodnikova and Yaroslavtsev, 2012 . We consider both these models in the present work. For a more detailed survey of submodular function learning the reader is referred to [Balcan and Harvey, 2012] .
Our Results

Distribution-independent learning
Our main results are for the uniform, product and symmetric distribution learning of coverage functions. However it is useful to first understand the complexity of learning these functions without any distributional assumptions (for a formal definition and details of the models of learning see Sec. 2). We prove (see Sec. 6 ) that distribution-independent learning of coverage functions is at least as hard as PAC learning the class of polynomial-size disjoint DNF formulas over arbitrary distributions (that is DNF formulas, where each point satisfies at most 1 term). Polynomial-size disjoint DNF formulas is an expressive class of Boolean functions that includes the class of polynomial-size decision trees, for example. Moreover, there is no known algorithm for learning polynomial-size disjoint DNFs that runs faster than the algorithm for learning general DNF formulas, the best known algorithm for which runs in time 2Õ (n 1/3 ) [Klivans and Servedio, 2004] . Let CV denote the class of coverage functions over {−1, 1} n with range in [0, 1] . Theorem 1.1. Let A be an algorithm that learns all coverage functions in CV of size at most s with ℓ 1 -error ǫ in time T (n, s, This reduction gives a computational impediment to fully-polynomial PAC (and consequently PMAC) learning of coverage functions of polynomial size or any class that includes coverage functions. Previously, hardness results for learning various classes of submodular and fractionally-subadditive functions were information-theoretic [Balcan and Harvey, 2012 , Badanidiyuru et al., 2012 , Balcan et al., 2012 or required encodings of cryptographic primitives in the function [Balcan and Harvey, 2012] . On the positive side, in Sec. 6.2 we show that learning (both distribution-specific and distribution-independent) of coverage functions of size s is at most as hard as learning the class of linear thresholds of s monotone Boolean disjunctions (which for example include monotone CNF with s clauses). A special case of this simple reduction appears in [Hardt et al., 2012] .
PAC and PMAC learning over the uniform distribution
Learning of submodular functions becomes substantially easier when the distribution is restricted to be uniform (denoted by U ). For example, all submodular functions are learnable with ℓ 1 -error of ǫ in time 2 O(1/ǫ 4 ) · poly(n) whereas there is a constant α and a distribution D such that no polynomial-time algorithm can achieve ℓ 1 -error of α when learning submodular functions relative to D [Balcan and Harvey, 2012] . At the same time achieving fully-polynomial time is often hard even under this strong assumption on the distribution. For example, polynomial-size disjoint DNF or monotone DNF/CNF are not known to be learnable efficiently in this setting and the best algorithms run in n O(log (n/ǫ)) time. But, as we show below, when restricted to the uniform distribution, coverage functions are easier than disjoint DNF and are PAC learnable efficiently. Further, they are learnable in fully-polynomial time even with the stronger multiplicative approximation guarantees of the PMAC learning model [Balcan and Harvey, 2012] . We first state the PAC learning result which is easier to prove and serves as a step toward the PMAC algorithm.
Theorem 1.2.
There exists an algorithm which, given ǫ > 0 and access to random uniform examples of any coverage function c ∈ CV, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a hypothesis h such that EU [|h(x) − c(x)|] ≤ ǫ. The algorithm runs inÕ(n/ǫ 4 + 1/ǫ 8 ) time and uses log n ·Õ(1/ǫ 4 ) examples.
We note that for general submodular functions exponential dependence on 1/ǫ is necessary informationtheoretically . To obtain an algorithm with multiplicative guarantees we show that for every monotone submodular (and not just coverage) function multiplicative approximation can be easily reduced to additive approximation. The reduction decomposes {−1, 1} n into O(log(1/δ)) subcubes where the target function is relatively large with high probability, specifically the value of f on each subcube is Ω(1/ log(1/δ)) times the maximum value of f on the subcube. The reduction is based on concentration results for submodular functions [Boucheron et al., 2000 , Vondrák, 2010 , Balcan and Harvey, 2012 and the fact that for any non-negative monotone submodular function f , EU [f ] ≥ f ∞ /2 [Feige, 2006] . This reduction together with Thm. 1.2 yields our PMAC learning algorithm for coverage functions. Theorem 1.3. There exists an algorithm which, given γ, δ > 0 and access to random uniform examples of any coverage function c, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a hypothesis h such that
This is the first fully-polynomial (that is polynomial in n, 1/ǫ and 1/δ) algorithm for PMAC learning a natural subclass of submodular functions even when the distribution is restricted to be uniform. As a point of comparison, the sketching result of Badanidiyuru et al. [2012] shows that for every coverage function c and γ > 0, there exists a coverage function of size poly(n, 1/γ) size that approximates c within factor 1 + γ everywhere. Unfortunately, it is unknown how to compute this strong approximation even in subexponential time and even with value queries 1 and the distribution is restricted to be uniform. . Our result shows that if one relaxes the approximation to be over 1 − δ fraction of points then in time polynomial in n, 1/γ and 1/δ one can find a (1 + γ)-approximating function using random examples alone.
The key property that we identify and exploit in designing the PAC algorithm is that the Fourier coefficients of coverage functions have a form of (anti-)monotonicity property.
Lemma 1.4. For a coverage function
This lemma allows us to find all significant Fourier coefficients of a coverage function efficiently using a search procedure analogous to that in the Kushilevitz-Mansour algorithm [Kushilevitz and Mansour, 1993] (but without the need for value queries). An additional useful property we prove is that any coverage function can be approximated by a function of few variables (referred to as junta). 
By identifying the variables of an approximating junta we make the learning algorithm computationally more efficient and achieve logarithmic dependence of the number of random examples on n. This, in particular, implies attribute efficiency [Blum and Langley, 1997] of our algorithm. Our bound on junta size is tight since coverage functions include monotone linear functions which require a Ω(1/ǫ 2 )-junta for ǫ-approximation (e.g. ). This clearly distinguishes coverage functions from disjunctions themselves which can always be approximated using a function of just O(log(1/ǫ)) variables. We note that in a subsequent work showed approximation by O(log(1/ǫ)/ǫ 2 )-juntas for all submodular functions using a more involved approach. They also show that this approximation leads to a 2Õ (1/(δγ) 2 ) · poly(n) PMAC learning algorithm for all submodular functions.
Exploiting the representation of coverage functions as non-negative linear combinations of monotone disjunctions, we show that we can actually get a PAC learning algorithm that outputs a hypothesis that is guaranteed to be a coverage function. That is, the algorithm is proper. The running time of this algorithm is polynomial in n and, in addition, depends polynomially on the size of the target coverage function. Theorem 1.6. There exists an algorithm, that for any ǫ > 0, given random and uniform examples of any c ∈ CV, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a coverage function h such that EU [|h(x) − c(x)|] ≤ ǫ. The algorithm runs in timeÕ(n) · poly(s/ǫ) and uses log (n) · poly(s/ǫ) random examples, where s = min{size(c), (1/ǫ) log (1/ǫ) }.
Agnostic Learning on Product and Symmetric Distributions
We then consider learning of coverage functions over general product and symmetric distributions (that is those whose PDF is symmetric with respect to the n variables). These are natural generalizations of the uniform distribution studied in a number of prior works. In our case the motivation comes from the application to differentially-private release of (monotone) k-conjunction counting queries referred to as kway marginals in this context. Releasing k-way marginals with average error corresponds to learning of coverage functions over the uniform distribution on points of Hamming weight k which is a symmetric distribution (we describe the applications in more detail in the next subsection).
As usual with Fourier transform-based techniques, on general product distributions the running time of our PAC learning algorithm becomes polynomial in (1/p) O(log(1/ǫ)) , where p is the smallest bias of a variable in the distribution. It also relies heavily on the independence of variables and therefore does not apply to general symmetric distributions. Therefore, we use a different approach to the problem which learns coverage functions by learning disjunctions in the agnostic learning model [Haussler, 1992 , Kearns et al., 1994b . This approach is based on a simple and known observation that if disjunctions can be approximated in ℓ 1 distance by linear combinations of some basis functions then so are coverage functions. As a result, the learning algorithm for coverage functions also has agnostic guarantees relative to ℓ 1 -error. Theorem 1.7. There exists an algorithm which for any product or symmetric distribution D on {−1, 1} n , given ǫ > 0 and access examples of a function f : {−1, 1} n → [0, 1] on points sampled from D, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a hypothesis h such that
For product distributions, this algorithm relies on the fact that disjunctions can be ℓ 1 -approximated within ǫ by degree O(log(1/ǫ)) polynomials [Blais et al., 2008] . A simpler proof for this approximation appears in [Feldman and Kothari, 2014] where it is also shown that the same result holds for all symmetric distributions.
For the special case of product distributions that have their one dimensional marginal expectations bounded away from 0 and 1 by some constants, we show that we can in fact make our agnostic learning algorithm proper, that is, the hypothesis returned by our algorithm is a coverage function. In particular, we give a proper agnostic learning algorithm for coverage functions over the uniform distribution running in time n O(log (1/ǫ)) . It is not hard to show that this algorithm is essentially the best possible assuming hardness of learning sparse parities with noise.
Applications to Differentially Private Data Release
We now briefly overview the problem of differentially private data release and state our results. Formal definitions and details of our applications to privacy appear in Sec. 5 and a more detailed background discussion can for example be found in [Thaler et al., 2012] . The objective of a private data release algorithm is to release answers to all counting queries from a given class C with low error while protecting the privacy of participants in the data set. Specifically, we are given a data set D which is a subset of a fixed domain X (in our case X = {−1, 1} n ). Given a query class C of Boolean functions on {−1, 1} n , the objective is to output a data structure H that allows answering counting queries from C on D with low error. A counting query for c ∈ C gives the fraction of elements in D on which c equals to 1. The algorithm producing H should be differentially private [Dwork et al., 2006] . The efficiency of a private release algorithm for releasing a class of queries C with error α on a data set D ⊆ X is measured by its running time (in the size of the data set, the dimension and the error parameter) and the minimum data set size required for achieving certain error. Informally speaking, a release algorithm is differentially private if adding an element of X to (or removing an element of X from) D does not affect the probability that any specific H will be output by the algorithm significantly. A natural and often useful way of private data release for a data set D is to output another data setD ⊆ X (in a differentially private way) such that answers to counting queries based onD approximate answers based on D. Such release is referred to as data sanitization and the data set is referred to as a synthetic data set.
Releasing Boolean conjunction counting queries is likely the single best motivated and most well-studied problem in private data analysis [Barak et al., 2007 , Ullman and Vadhan, 2011 , Cheraghchi et al., 2012 , Hardt et al., 2012 , Thaler et al., 2012 , Bun et al., 2013 , Chandrasekaran et al., 2014 , Dwork et al., 2013 . It is a part of the official statistics in the form of reported data in the US Census, Bureau of Labor statistics and the Internal Revenue Service.
Despite the relative simplicity of this class of functions, the best known algorithm for releasing all kway marginals with a constant worst-case error runs in polynomial time for data sets of size at least n Ω( √ k) [Thaler et al., 2012] . Starting with the work of Gupta et al. [2011] , researchers have also considered the private release problem with low average error with respect to some distribution, most commonly uniform, on the class of queries [Cheraghchi et al., 2012 , Hardt et al., 2012 , Dwork et al., 2013 . However, in most applications only relatively short marginals are of interest and therefore the average error relative to the uniform distribution can be completely uninformative in this case. As can be easily seen (e.g. [Gupta et al., 2011] ), the function mapping a monotone conjunction c to a counting query for c on a data set D can be written in terms of a convex combination of monotone disjunctions corresponding to points in D which is a coverage function. In this translation the distribution on conjunctions becomes a distribution over points on which the coverage function is defined and the ℓ 1 error in approximating the coverage function becomes the average error of the data release. Therefore using standard techniques, we adapt our learning algorithms to this problem. Thm. 1.7 gives the following algorithm for release of k-way marginals.
Theorem 1.8. Let C k be the class of all monotone conjunctions of length k ∈ [n]. For every ǫ > 0, there is an ǫ-differentially private algorithm which for any data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of size n Ω(log (1/ᾱ)) · log (1/δ)/ǫ, with probability at least 1−δ outputs a data structure H that answers counting queries for C k with respect to the uniform distribution on C k with an average error of at mostᾱ. The algorithm runs in time n O(log (1/ᾱ)) · log (1/δ)/ǫ and the size of H is n O(log (1/ᾱ)) .
Note that there is no dependence on k in the bounds and it applies to any symmetric distribution. Without assumptions on the distribution, Dwork et al. [2013] give an algorithm that releases k-way marginals with average errorᾱ given a data set of size at leastΩ(n ⌈k/2⌉/2 · 1/ᾱ 2 ) and runs in polynomial time in this size.
(They also give a method to obtain the stronger worst-case error guarantees by using private boosting.)
We then adapt our PAC learning algorithms for coverage functions to give two algorithms for privately releasing monotone conjunction counting queries over the uniform distribution. Our first algorithm uses Thm. 1.2 to obtain a differentially private algorithm for releasing monotone conjunction counting queries in time polynomial in n (the data set dimension) and 1/ᾱ. Theorem 1.9. Let C be the class of all monotone conjunctions. For every ǫ, δ > 0, there exists an ǫ-differentially private algorithm which for any data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of sizeΩ(n log(1/δ)/(ǫᾱ 6 )), with probability at least 1 − δ, outputs a data structure H that answers counting queries for C with respect to the uniform distribution with an average error of at mostᾱ. The algorithm runs in timeÕ(n 2 log(1/δ)/(ǫᾱ 10 )) and the size of H is log n ·Õ(1/ᾱ 4 ).
The previous best algorithm for this problem runs is time n O(log (1/ᾱ)) [Cheraghchi et al., 2012] . In addition, using a general framework from [Hardt et al., 2012] , one can reduce private release of monotone conjunction counting queries to PAC learning with value queries of linear thresholds of a polynomial number of conjunctions over a certain class of "smooth" distributions. Hardt et al. [2012] show how to use their framework together with Jackson's algorithm for learning majorities of parities [Jackson, 1997] to privately release parity counting queries. Using a similar argument one can also obtain a polynomial-time algorithm for privately releasing monotone conjunction counting queries. Our algorithm is substantially simpler and more efficient than the one obtained via the reduction in [Hardt et al., 2012] .
We can also use our proper learning algorithm to obtain a differentially private sanitization for releasing marginals in time polynomial in n and quasi-polynomial in 1/ᾱ. Theorem 1.10. Let C be the class of all monotone conjunctions. For every ǫ, δ > 0, there exists an ǫ-differentially private algorithm which for any data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of size n ·ᾱ −Ω(log (1/ᾱ)) · log(1/δ)/ǫ, with probability at least 1 − δ, releases a synthetic data setD that can answer counting queries for C with respect to the uniform distribution with average error of at mostᾱ. The algorithm runs in time n 2 · α −O(log (1/ᾱ)) · log(1/δ)/ǫ.
Note that our algorithm for privately releasing monotone conjunction queries with low-average error via a synthetic data set is polynomial time for any errorᾱ that is 2 −O( √ log(n)) . Badanidiyuru et al. [2012] study sketching of coverage functions and prove that for any coverage function there exists a small (polynomial in the dimension and the inverse of the error parameter) approximate representation that multiplicatively approximates the function on all points. Their result implies an algorithm for learning coverage functions in the PMAC model [Balcan and Harvey, 2012] that uses a polynomial number of examples but requires exponential time in the dimension n. Chakrabarty and Huang [2012] study the problem of testing coverage functions (under what they call the W-distance) and show that the class of coverage functions of polynomial size can be reconstructed, that is, one can obtain in polynomial time, a representation of an unknown coverage function c such that size(c) is bounded by some polynomial in n (in general for a coverage function c, size(c) can be as high as 2 n ), that computes c correctly at all points, using polynomially many value queries. Their reconstruction algorithm can be seen as an exact learning algorithm with value queries for coverage functions of small size. In a recent (and independent) work, Yang et al. [2013] develop a subroutine for learning sums of monotone conjunctions that also relies on the monotonicity the Fourier coefficients (as in Lemma 1.4). Their application is in a very different context of learning DNF expressions from numerical pairwise queries, which given two assignments from {−1, 1} n to the variables, expects in reply, the number of terms of the target DNF satisfied by both assignments.
Related Work
A general result of Gupta et al. [2011] shows that releasing all counting queries from a concept class C using counting queries (when accessing the data set) requires as many counting queries as agnostically learning C using statistical queries. Using lower bounds on statistical query complexity of agnostic learning of conjunctions [Feldman, 2012] they derived a lower bound on counting query complexity for releasing all conjunction counting queries of certain length. This rules out a fully polynomial (in k, the data set size and the dimension n) algorithm to privately release short conjunction counting queries with low worst-case error.
Since our algorithms access the data set using counting queries, the lower bounds from [Gupta et al., 2011] apply to our setting. However the lower bound in [Gupta et al., 2011] is only significant when the length of conjunctions is at most logarithmic in n. Building on the work of Dwork et al. [2009] , Ullman and Vadhan [2011] showed that there exists a constant γ such that there is no polynomial time algorithm for releasing a synthetic data set that answers all conjunction counting queries with worst-case error of at most γ under some mild cryptographic assumptions.
Preliminaries
We use {−1, 1} n to denote the n-dimensional Boolean hypercube with "false" mapped to 1 and "true" mapped to −1. Let [n] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}. For S ⊆ [n], we denote by OR S : {−1, 1} n → {0, 1}, the monotone Boolean disjunction on variables with indices in S, that is, for any x ∈ {−1, 1} n , OR S (x) = 0 ⇔ ∀i ∈ S x i = 1. A monotone Boolean disjunction is a simple example of a coverage function. To see this, consider a universe of size 1, containing a single element say u, the associated weight, w(u) = 1, and the sets A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n such that A i contains u if and only if i ∈ S. In the following lemma we describe a natural and folklore characterization of coverage functions as non-negative linear combination of non-empty monotone disjunctions (e.g. [Gupta et al., 2011] ). For completeness we include the proof in App. A. For simplicity and without loss of generality we scale coverage functions to the range [0, 1]. Note that in this case, for c = S⊆[n],S =∅ α S · OR S we have S⊆[n],S =∅ α S = c((−1, . . . , −1)) ≤ 1. In the discussion below we always represent coverage functions as linear combination of monotone disjunctions with the sum of coefficients upper bounded by 1. For convenience, we also allow the empty disjunction (or constant 1) in the combination. Note that OR [n] differs from the constant 1 only on one point (1, 1, . . . , 1) and therefore this more general definition is essentially equivalent for the purposes of our discussion. Note that for every S, the coefficient α S is determined uniquely by the function since OR S is a monomial when viewed over {0, 1} n with 0 corresponding to "true".
Learning Models
Our learning algorithms are in several models based on the PAC model [Valiant, 1984] . In the PAC learning model the learner has access to random examples of an unknown function from a known class of functions and the goal is to output a hypothesis with low error. The PAC model was defined for Boolean functions with the probability of disagreement being used to measure the error. For our real-valued setting we use ℓ 1 error which generalizes the disagreement error.
Definition 2.2 (PAC learning with ℓ 1 -error). Let F be a class of real-valued functions on {−1, 1} n and let D be a distribution on {−1, 1} n . An algorithm A PAC learns F on D, if for every ǫ > 0 and any target function f ∈ F, given access to random independent samples from D labeled by f , with probability at least 2/3, A returns a hypothesis h such that
A is said to be efficient if h can be evaluated in polynomial time on any input and the running time of A is polynomial in n and 1/ǫ.
We also consider learning from random examples with multiplicative guarantees introduced by Balcan and Harvey [2012] and referred to as PMAC learning. For a class of non-negative functions F, a PMAC learner with approximation factor α ≥ 1 and error δ > 0 is an algorithm which, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a hypothesis h that satisfies
We are primarily interested in the regime when the approximation ratio α is close to 1 and hence use 1 + γ instead. We say that the learner is fully-polynomial if it is polynomial in n,1/γ and 1/δ.
Fourier Analysis on the Boolean Cube
When learning with respect to the uniform distribution we use several standard tools and ideas from Fourier analysis on the Boolean hypercube. For any functions f, g : {−1, 1} n → R, the inner product of f and g is defined as
, respectively. Unless noted otherwise, in this context all expectations are with respect to x chosen from the uniform distribution.
For S ⊆ [n], the parity function χ S : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} is defined as χ S (x) = i∈S x i . Parities form an orthonormal basis for functions on {−1, 1} n (for the inner product defined above). Thus, every function f : {−1, 1} n → R can be written as a real linear combination of parities. The coefficients of the linear combination are referred to as the Fourier coefficients of f . For
For any function f on {−1, 1} n its spectral ℓ 1 -norm is defined as
It is easy to estimate any Fourier coefficient of a function f : {−1, 1} n → [0, 1], given access to an oracle that outputs the value of f at a uniformly random point in the hypercube. Given any parameters ǫ, δ > 0, we choose a set R ⊆ {−1, 1} n of size Θ(log 1 δ /ǫ 2 ) drawn uniformly at random from {−1, 1} n and estimatef
Standard Chernoff bounds can then be used to show that with probability at least 1−δ, |f (S)−f(S)| ≤ ǫ. For any ǫ > 0, a Boolean function f is said to be ǫ-concentrated on a set S ⊆ 2 [n] of indices, if
The following simple observation (implicit in [Kushilevitz and Mansour, 1993] ) can be used to obtain spectral concentration from bounded spectral ℓ 1 -norm for any function f . In addition, it shows that approximating each large Fourier coefficient to a sufficiently small additive error yields a sparse linear combination of parities that approximates f . For completeness we include a proof in App. A.
Learning Coverage Functions on the Uniform Distribution
Here we present our PAC and PMAC learning algorithms for CV over the uniform distribution.
Structural Results
We start by proving several structural lemmas about the Fourier spectrum of coverage functions. First, we observe that the spectral ℓ 1 -norm of coverage functions is at most 2.
Lemma 3.1. For a coverage function c :
Proof. From Lem. 2.1 we have that there exist non-negative coefficients α S for every
. By triangle inequality, we have:
To complete the proof, we verify that ∀S ⊆ [n],
The small spectral ℓ 1 -norm guarantees that any coverage function has its Fourier spectrum ǫ 2 -concentrated on some set T of indices of size O( 1 ǫ 2 ) (Lem. 2.3). This means that given an efficient algorithm to find a set S of indices such that S is of size O( 1 ǫ 2 ) and S ⊇ T we obtain a way to PAC learn coverage functions to ℓ 1 -error of ǫ. In general, given only random examples labeled by a function f that is concentrated on a small set T of indices, it is not known how to efficiently find a small set S ⊇ T, without additional information about T (such as all indices in T being of small cardinality). However, for coverage functions, we can utilize a simple monotonicity property of their Fourier coefficients to efficiently retrieve such a set S and obtain a PAC learning algorithm with running time that depends only polynomially on 1/ǫ. 
Proof. From Lem. 2.1 we have that there exist constants α S ≥ 0 for every S ⊆ [n] such that S⊆[n] α S ≤ 1 and c(x) = S⊆[n] α S OR S (x) for every x ∈ {−1, 1} n . The Fourier transform of c can now be obtained simply by observing, as before in Lem. 3 
Notice that since all the coefficients α S are non-negative,ĉ(T ) andĉ(V ) are non-positive and
We will now use Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 to show that for any coverage function c, there exists another coverage function c ′ that depends on just O(1/ǫ 2 ) variables and ℓ 1 -approximates it within ǫ. Using Lem. 3.1, we also obtain spectral concentration for c. We start with some notation: for any x ∈ {−1, 1} n and a subset J ⊆ [n] of variables, let x J ∈ {−1, 1} J denote the projection of x on J. Given y ∈ {−1, 1} J and z ∈ {−1, 1}J , let x = y • z denote the string in {−1, 1} n such that x J = y and xJ = z (whereJ denotes the set [n] \ J). We will need the following simple lemma that expresses the Fourier coefficients of the function f I which is obtained by averaging a function f over all variables outside of I (a proof can be found for example in [Kushilevitz and Mansour, 1993] ).
We now show that coverage functions can be approximated by functions of few variables. 
Proof. Since c is a coverage function, it can be written as a non-negative weighted sum of monotone disjunctions. Thus, for every v ∈ {−1, 1}Ī the function, c v :
is also a non-negative linear combination of monotone disjunctions, that is a coverage function. By definition, for every z ∈ {−1, 1} I and
In other words, c I is a convex combination of c v 's and therefore is a coverage function itself. Note that for every S ⊆ I if the coefficient of OR S in c I is non-zero then there must exist S ′ ⊆Ī for which the coefficient of OR S∪S ′ in c is non-zero. This implies that size(c I ) ≤ size(c).
We will now establish that c I approximates c. Using Lem. 3.3,ĉ(S) =ĉ I (S) for every S ⊆ I. Thus, c − c I 2 2 = T Iĉ (T ) 2 . We first observe that T ⊆ 2 I . To see this, consider any T I. Then, ∃i ∈ I such that i ∈ T and therefore, by Lem. 3.2, |ĉ(T )| ≤ |ĉ({i})| < ǫ 2 /2. Thus |ĉ(T )| ≤ ǫ 2 /2. By Lem. 2.3, c is ǫ 2 -concentrated on T and using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, c − c
PAC Learning
We now describe our PAC learning algorithm for coverage functions. This algorithm is used for our application to private query release and also as a subroutine for our PMAC learning algorithm. Given the structural results above the algorithm itself is quite simple. Using random examples of the target coverage function, we compute all the singleton Fourier coefficients and isolate the setĨ of coordinates corresponding to large (estimated) singleton coefficients that includes I = {i ∈ [n] | |ĉ({i})| ≥ ǫ 2 4 }. Thm. 3.4 guarantees that the target coverage function is concentrated on the large Fourier coefficients, the indices of which are subsets ofĨ. We then find a collection S ⊆ 2Ĩ of indices that contains all T ⊆Ĩ such that |ĉ(T )| ≥ ǫ 2 /4. This can be done efficiently since by Lem. 3.2, |ĉ(T )| ≥ ǫ 2 /4 only if |ĉ(V )| ≥ ǫ 2 /4 for all V ⊆ T , V = ∅. We can only estimate Fourier coefficients up to some additive error with high probability and therefore we keep all coefficients in the set S whose estimated magnitude is at least ǫ 2 /6. Once we have a set S, on which the target function is ǫ 2 -concentrated, we use Lem. 2.3 to get our hypothesis. We give the pseudocode of the algorithm below.
Algorithm 1 PAC Learning of Coverage Functions
. 2: Draw a random sample of size m 1 = O(log (n)/ǫ 4 ) and use it to estimateĉ({i}) for all i.
for each set T ∈ S of size t − 1 and i ∈Ĩ \ T do 8: Use R to estimate the coefficientĉ(T ∪ {i}). Theorem 3.5 (Thm. 1.2 restated). There exists an algorithm that PAC learns CV inÕ(n/ǫ 4 + 1/ǫ 8 ) time and using log n ·Õ(1/ǫ 4 ) examples.
Proof. Let c be the target coverage function and let
4 }. By Lem. 2.3, it is sufficient to find a set S ⊇ T and estimatesc(S) for each S ∈ S such that:
Let θ = ǫ 2 /6. In the first stage our algorithm finds a setĨ of variables that contains I = {i ∈ [n] | |ĉ({i})| ≥ ǫ 2 4 }. We do this by estimating all the singleton Fourier coefficients, {ĉ({i}) | i ∈ [n]} within θ/2 with (overall) probability at least 5/6 (as before we denote the estimate ofĉ(S) byc(S)). We set I = {i ∈ [n] |c({i})| ≥ θ}. If all the estimates are within θ/2 of the corresponding coefficients then for every i ∈ I,c({i}) ≥ ǫ 2 /4 − θ/2 = ǫ 2 /6 = θ. Therefore i ∈Ĩ and hence I ⊆Ĩ.
In the second phase, the algorithm finds a set S ⊆ 2Ĩ such that the set of all large Fourier coefficients T is included in S. This is done iteratively starting with S = {∅}. In every iteration, for every set T that was added in the previous iteration and every i ∈Ĩ \ T , it estimatesĉ(T ∪ {i}) within θ/2 (the success probability for estimates in this whole phase will be 5/6). If |c(T ∪ {i})| ≥ θ then T ∪ {i} is added to S. This iterative process runs until no sets are added in an iteration. At the end of the last iteration, the algorithm returns S∈Sc (S)χ S as the hypothesis.
We first prove the correctness of the algorithm assuming that all the estimates are successful. Let T ∈ T be such that |ĉ(T )| ≥ ǫ 2 /4. Then, by Thm. 3.4, T ⊆ I ⊆Ĩ. In addition, by Lem. 3.2, for all V ⊆ T , V = ∅, |ĉ(V )| ≥ ǫ 2 /4. This means that for all V ⊆ T , V = ∅ an estimate of |ĉ(V )| within θ/2 will be at least θ. By induction on t this implies that in iteration t, all subsets of T of size t will be added to S and T will be added in iteration |T |. Hence the algorithm outputs a set S such that T ⊆ S. By definition, ∀S ∈ S, |c(S)| ≥ θ = We now analyze the running time and sample complexity of the algorithm. We make the following observations regarding the algorithm.
• By Chernoff bounds, O(log (n)/θ 2 ) = O(log (n)/ǫ 4 ) examples suffice to estimate all singleton coefficients within θ/2 with probability at least 5/6. To estimate a singleton coefficients of c, the algorithm needs to look at only one coordinate and the label of a random example. Thus all the singleton coefficients can be estimated in time O(n log (n)/ǫ 4 ).
• For every S such thatĉ(S) was estimated within θ/2 and |c(S)| ≥ θ, we have that |ĉ(S)| ≥ θ/2 = ǫ 2 /12. This implies that |Ĩ| ≤ 2/(θ/2) = 24/ǫ 2 . This also implies that |S| ≤ 4/θ = 24/ǫ 2 .
• By Lem. 3.2, for any
. This means that the number of iterations in the second phase is bounded by log (2/θ) and for all S ∈ S, |S| ≤ log (2/θ).
• In the second phase, the algorithm only estimates coefficients for subsets in S ′ = {S ∪ {i} | |c(S)| ≥ θ and i ∈Ĩ}.
Let T ′ = {T ∪ {i} | |ĉ(T )| ≥ θ/2 and i ∈Ĩ}. By Chernoff bounds, a random sample of size O(log |T ′ |/θ 2 ) =Õ(1/ǫ 4 ) can be used to ensure that, with probability at least 5/6, the estimates of all coefficients on subsets in T ′ are within θ/2. When the estimates are successful we also know that S ′ ⊆ T ′ and therefore all coefficients estimated by the algorithm in the second phase are also within θ/2 of true values with probability ≥ 5/6. Overall in the second phase the algorithm estimates |S ′ | ≤ |S| · |Ĩ| = O(1/ǫ 4 ) coefficients. To estimate any single of those coefficients, the algorithm needs to examine only log (2/θ) = O(log (1/ǫ)) coordinates and the label of an example. Thus, the estimation of each Fourier coefficient takesÕ(1/ǫ 4 ) time andÕ(1/ǫ 8 ) time is sufficient to estimate all the coefficients.
Thus, in total the algorithm runs inÕ(n/ǫ 4 +1/ǫ 8 ) time, uses log n·Õ(1/ǫ 4 ) random examples and succeeds with probability at least 2/3.
PMAC Learning
We now describe our PMAC learning algorithm that is based on a reduction from multiplicative to additive approximation. First we note that if we knew that the values of the target coverage function c are lower bounded by some m > 0 then we could obtain multiplicative (1 + γ, δ)-approximation using a hypothesis h with ℓ 1 error of γδm/2. To see this note that, by Markov's inequality,
Now, we might not have such a lower bound on the value of c. To make this idea work for all coverage functions, we show that any monotone submodular function can be decomposed into regions where it is relatively large (compared to the maximum in that region) with high probability. The decomposition is based on the following lemma: given a monotone submodular function f with maximum value M , either
ln (2/δ) for every x satisfying x i = −1. In the first case we can obtain multiplicative approximation from additive approximation using a slight refinement of our observation above (since the lower bound on f only holds with probability 1 − δ/2). In the second case we can reduce the problem to additive approximation on the half of the domain where
For the other half we use the same argument recursively. After ⌈log (2/δ))⌉ levels of recursion at most δ/2 fraction of the points will remain where we have no approximation. Those are included in the probability of error. We will need the following concentration inequality for 1-Lipschitz (with respect to the Hamming distance) submodular functions [Boucheron et al., 2000 , Vondrák, 2010 , Balcan and Harvey, 2012 . Theorem 3.6 (Vondrák, 2010) . For a non-negative, monotone, 1-Lipschitz submodular function f and 0 ≤ β < 1,
Another property of non-negative monotone submodular functions that we need is that their expectation is at least half the maximum value [Feige, 2006] . For the special case of coverage functions this lemma follows simply from the fact that the expectation of any disjunction is at least 1/2. Lemma 3.7 (Feige, 2006) . For f , a non-negative monotone submodular function,
We now prove our lemma that lower bounds the relative value of a monotone submodular function.
Lemma 3.8. Let f be a non-negative monotone submodular function and M = f ∞ . Then for every
Proof. Let e i ∈ {−1, 1} n equal the bit string that has −1 in its i th coordinate and 1 everywhere else. For any x ∈ {−1, 1} n let x ⊕ y denote the string z such that z j = x j · y j for every j ∈ [n]. Suppose that for every i ∈ [n], exists x such that x i = −1 and f (x) ≤ M 16 ln (1/δ) . By monotonicity of f that implies that for every i ∈ [n], f (e i ) ≤ M 16 ln (1/δ) . Since f is a submodular function, for any x and i such that x i = 1, we have:
. Now, using Thm. 3.6, we obtain:
Recall that for any set J ⊆ [n] of variables and x ∈ {−1, 1} n , x J ∈ {−1, 1} J is defined as the substring of x that contains the bits in coordinates indexed by J. We are now ready to describe our reduction that gives a PMAC algorithm for coverage functions. Theorem 3.9 (Thm. 1.3 restated). There exists an algorithm A which, given γ, δ > 0 and access to random uniform examples of any coverage function c, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a hypothesis h such that
Proof. Algorithm A consists of a call to A ′ (0), where A ′ (k) is a recursive procedure described below.
Procedure A ′ (k) on examples labeled by c : {−1, 1} n → R + :
1. If k > log (3/δ), then, A ′ (k) returns the hypothesis h ≡ 0 and halts.
2. Otherwise, A ′ (k) computes a 3-approximation to the maximum M of the target function c (with confidence at least 1 − η for η to be defined later). As we show later this can be done by drawing a sufficient number of random examples labeled by c and choosingM to be the maximum label. Thus,
(note that, with probability at least 1 − η, c ′ (x) ∈ [0, 1] for every x). (c) Return hypothesis h :
The algorithm can simulate random examples labeled by c ′ j,− (or c j,+ ) by drawing random examples labeled by c, selecting (x, ℓ) such that x j = −1 (or x j = 1) and removing the j-th coordinate. Since k ≤ log (3/δ) bits will need to be fixed the expected number of random examples required to simulate one example from any function in the run of A(k) is at most 3/δ.
We now prove the correctness of the algorithm assuming that all random estimations and runs of the PAC learning algorithm are successful. To see that one can estimate the maximum M of a coverage function c within a multiplicative factor of 3, recall that by Lem. 3.7, E[c] ≥ M/2. Thus, for a randomly and uniformly chosen x ∈ {−1, 1} n , with probability at least 1/4, c(x) ≥ M/3. This means that log(2/η) random examples will suffice to get confidence 1 − η.
We now observe that if the condition in step 4 holds then h (1 + γ, 2δ/3)-multiplicatively approximates c. To see this, first note that in this case,
Let h ′′ (x) = max{1/12, h ′ (x) − γ/24}. By the same argument as in eq.
(1), we get that
If the condition in step 4 does not hold, then p ≥ 2δ/9 − δ/9 = δ/9. Thus,
, which by Lem. 3.8 yields that there exists j ∈ [n] such that c(x) ≥ M/(16 ln (9/δ)). Now, by drawing O(log(n/η)/δ) examples and choosing j such that for all examples where x j = −1, c(x) ≥ M/(16 ln (9/δ)) we can ensure that, with probability at least 1 − η,
Now, by the same analysis as in step 4, we obtain that
Now, observe that the set of points in the domain {−1, 1} n can be partitioned into two disjoint sets.
1. The set G such that for every z ∈ G, A has fixed the value of the hypothesis given by h(z) based on some hypothesis returned by the PAC learning algorithm (Thm. 3.5) or h(z) ≡ 0 whenM = 0.
2. The setḠ where the recursion has reached depth k > log (3/δ) and step 1 sets h(x) ≡ 0 on every point inḠ.
By the construction, the points in G can be divided into disjoint sub-cubes such that in each of them, the conditional probability that the hypothesis we output does not satisfy the multiplicative guarantee is at most 2δ/3. Therefore, the hypothesis h does not satisfy the multiplicative guarantee on at most 2δ/3 fraction of the points in G. It is easy to see thatḠ has probability mass at most δ/3. This is because A = A(0) and thus, when k > log (3/δ), the dimension of the subcube that A ′ (k) is invoked on, is at most n − log (3/δ). Thus, the total probability mass of points where the multiplicative approximation does not hold is at most δ.
We now bound the running time and sample complexity of the algorithm. First note that for some η = O(1/ log (1/δ)) all the random estimations and runs of the PAC learning algorithm will be successful with probability at least 2/3 (by union bound).
From Thm. 3.5, any run of the PAC learning algorithm in some recursive call to A ′ requires at most log n·log ( 
Proper PAC Learning Algorithm
We now present a PAC learning algorithm for coverage functions that guarantees that the returned hypothesis is also a coverage function. That is, the algorithm is proper. The running time of the algorithm will depend polynomially on the size of the target coverage function. We will need a variant of linear regression with ℓ 1 error for this algorithm which we now define formally.
ℓ 1 Linear Regression
It is easy to see that given a set of t examples {(x i , y i )} i≤t and a set of m functions φ 1 , φ 2 , . . . , φ m finding coefficients α 1 , . . . , α m which minimize i≤t j≤m
can be formulated as a linear program. This LP is referred to as Least-Absolute-Error (LAE) LP or LeastAbsolute-Deviation LP, or ℓ 1 linear regression [Wikipedia, 2010] . Together with standard uniform convergence bounds for linear functions [Vapnik, 1998 ], ℓ 1 linear regression gives a general technique for learning with ℓ 1 -error. 
Then there is an algorithm that for every ǫ > 0 and any distribution P on {−1, 1} n × [0, 1] such that the marginal of P on {−1, 1} n is D, given access to random samples from P, with probability at least 2/3, outputs a function h such that E 
Remark 3.1. Additional linear constraints on α i 's can be added to this LP as long as these constraints are satisfied by linear combinations that approximate each f ∈ F within ∆. In particular we will use this LP with each α i being constrained to be non-negative and their sum being at most 1.
We remark that this approach to learning can equivalently be seen as learning based on Empirical Risk Minimization with absolute loss [Vapnik, 1998 ]. For a Boolean target function, a hypothesis with ℓ 1 error of ǫ also gives a hypothesis with classification error of ǫ (e.g. [Kalai et al., 2008] ). Therefore, as demonstrated by Kalai et al. [2008] , ℓ 1 linear regression is also useful for agnostic learning of Boolean functions.
The Algorithm
The basic idea of the algorithm is to find a small set S of indices for which there exists non-negative reals α S with S∈S α S ≤ 1 such that E[|c(x) − S∈S α S · OR S (x)|] ≤ ǫ. Given S, we can find a good nonnegative linear combination as above using ℓ 1 linear regression as described in Thm. 3.10 and Remark 3.1. We will show that for any coverage function c, there exists a set of indices S (that depends on c) as above and moreover, that we can find such a set S using just random examples labeled by c. This will give us our proper learning algorithm.
To find a set S as above, we use the Fourier coefficients of the target coverage function. First, we will invoke Thm. 3.4 to find a setĨ ⊆ [n] of coordinates of size O(1/ǫ 2 ) just as in Thm. 3.5 and show that we need only look at subsets ofĨ to find S. Following this, we will prove that S can be identified using the following property: if S ∈ S, then the Fourier coefficientĉ(S) is large enough in magnitude.
We begin with a simple lemma that shows that if a disjunction has a small number of variables and a significant coefficient in a coverage function then the corresponding (i.e. with the same index set) Fourier coefficient is significant. We now show that for a coverage function c ∈ CV, using significant Fourier coefficients of c, we can identify a coverage function c ′ of size at most min{size(c), (1/ǫ) O(log (1/ǫ)) } that ℓ 1 approximates c within ǫ. Moreover, c ′ depends on just O(1/ǫ 2 ) variables. 
Using Lem. 3.1, we obtain that |I| ≤ 36/ǫ 2 and thus s ǫ ≤ min{size(c), (6/ǫ) 2 log (3/ǫ) }.
Let
Then |T | < log (3/ǫ) and β T > ǫ/(3s ǫ ). This, by Lem. 3.11 applied to c I , implies that |ĉ I (T )| > ǫ 2 /(9s ǫ ). By Lem. 3.3, |ĉ(T )| = |ĉ I (T )| ≥ ǫ 2 /(9s ǫ ). This implies that T ∈ T ǫ and thus every T ⊆ I is in
for some coefficients α ′ T . For c ′ we have:
We can now describe and analyze our proper PAC learning algorithm for CV. for each set T ∈ S of size t − 1 and i ∈Ĩ \ T do 8: Use R to estimate the coefficientĉ(T ∪ {i}). Proof. We first describe the algorithm and then present the analysis. We break the description of the algorithm into three stages. The first two stages are similar to those of Algorithm 1.
Let θ = ǫ 2 /108. In the first stage, our algorithm finds a setĨ of variables that contains I = {i ∈ [n] | |ĉ({i})| ≥ (ǫ/2) 2 /18}. We do this by estimating all the singleton Fourier coefficients, {ĉ({i}) | i ∈ [n]} within θ/2 with (overall) probability at least 8/9. As before, we denote the estimate ofĉ(S) byc(S) for any S. We then setĨ = {i ∈ [n] |c({i})| ≥ θ}. If all the estimates are within θ/2 of the corresponding coefficients then for every i ∈ I,c({i}) ≥ ǫ 2 /72 − θ/2 = ǫ 2 /108 = θ. Therefore i ∈Ĩ and hence I ⊆Ĩ.
In the second stage, the algorithm finds a set S ⊆ 2Ĩ such that the set of all large Fourier coefficients T is included in S. Just as in Thm. 3.5, this is done iteratively starting with S = {∅}. In every iteration, for every set S that was added in the previous iteration and every i ∈Ĩ \ S, it estimatesĉ(S ∪ {i}) within ǫ 2 /(108s ǫ ) (the success probability for all estimates in this phase will be 8/9). If |c(S ∪ {i})| ≥ ǫ 2 /(54s ǫ ) then S ∪ {i} is added to S. The iterative process is run for at most ⌈log (6/ǫ)⌉ iterations.
Finally, the algorithm draws a random sample R of size m 3 and uses ℓ 1 linear regression (Thm. 3.10) to minimize (x,y)∈R [|y − S∈S α S · OR S (x)|] subject to S∈S α S ≤ 1 and α S ≥ 0 for all S ∈ S. Let α * S for each S ∈ S be the solution. Here m 3 is chosen so that, with probability at least 8/9, E[|c(x) − S∈S α * S · OR S (x)] (the true error of S∈S α * S · OR S (x)) is within ǫ/2 of the optimum. Standard uniform convergence bounds imply that m 3 = O(|S|/ǫ 2 ) examples suffice. The algorithm returns S∈S α * S · OR S as the hypothesis.
We can now prove the correctness of the algorithm assuming that all the estimates are successful. By an argument similar to the one presented in the proof of Thm. 3.5, we can verify that I ⊆Ĩ and that T ⊆ S. Using Thm. 3.12 and the facts that S ⊇ T andĨ ⊇ I, we obtain that there must exist non-negative α ′ S with
We now analyze the running time and sample complexity of the algorithm. The analysis for the first two stages is similar to the one presented in Thm. 3.5.
• Just as in the proof of Thm. 3.5, all the singleton coefficients can be estimated in time O(n log (n)/ǫ 4 ) and samples O(log (n)/ǫ 4 ) with confidence at least 8/9.
• For every i such thatĉ({i}) was estimated within θ/2 and |c({i})| ≥ θ, we have that |ĉ({i})| ≥ θ/2. This implies that |Ĩ| ≤ 2/(θ/2) = O(1/ǫ 2 ). Similarly, for every S ⊆Ĩ such thatĉ(S) was estimated within ǫ 2 /(108s ǫ ) and |c(S)| ≥ ǫ 2 /(54s ǫ ), we have that |ĉ(S)| ≥ ǫ 2 /108s ǫ . Thus using Lem. 3.1, |S| = O(s ǫ /ǫ 2 ).
• In the second stage the algorithm only estimates coefficients with indices that are subsets of
ǫ ) and i ∈Ĩ and |S| ≤ log (6/ǫ)}.
We can conclude that |S ′ | = O(s ǫ /ǫ 4 ) and, as in the proof of Thm. 3.5, the estimation succeeds with probability at least 8/9 usingÕ(s 2 ǫ /ǫ 4 ) examples and running in timeÕ(s 2 ǫ /ǫ 8 ).
• Finally, using Thm. 3.10, ℓ 1 linear regression will require O(|S|/ǫ 2 ) = O(s ǫ /ǫ 4 ) random examples and runs in time polynomial in |S| and 1/ǫ, that is poly(s ǫ /ǫ).
Overall, the algorithm succeeds with probability at least 2/3, runs in timeÕ(n) · poly(s ǫ /ǫ) and uses log (n) ·Õ(s 2 ǫ /ǫ 4 ) random examples.
Agnostic Learning on Product and Symmetric Distributions
In this section, we give optimal algorithms for agnostically learning (we give a formal definition below) coverage functions on arbitrary product and symmetric distributions. Recall that a distribution is symmetric if the associated probability density function is symmetric on {−1, 1} n . We begin by recalling the definition of agnostic learning with ℓ 1 -error. 
An algorithm A, is said to agnostically learn F on D if for every excess error ǫ > 0 and any distribution P on {−1, 1} n × [0, 1] such that the marginal of P on {−1, 1} n is D, given access to random independent examples drawn from P, with probability at least 2 3 , A outputs a hypothesis h such that E (x,y)∼P [|h(x) − y|] ≤ opt(P, F) + ǫ.
Our learning result is based on a simple observation (a special case of which is implicit in [Cheraghchi et al., 2012] ) that an ℓ 1 -approximation on a distribution D for all monotone disjunctions by linear combination of functions from a fixed set of functions yields a similar approximation for CV on D. For completeness a proof is included in App. A.
Lemma 4.2. Fix a distribution
Then, for every coverage function c ∈ CV, there exist reals
A natural and commonly used set of basis functions is the set of all monomials on {−1, 1} n of some bounded degree. It is easy to see that on product distributions with constant bias, disjunctions longer than some constant multiple of log(1/ǫ) are ǫ-close to constant 1. Therefore degree O(log(1/ǫ)) suffices for ℓ 1 approximation on such distributions. This simple argument does not work for general product distributions. However it was shown by Blais et al. [2008] that the same degree (up to a constant factor) still suffices in this case. Their argument is based on the analysis of noise sensitivity under product distributions and implies additional interesting results. A simpler proof of this fact also appears in [Feldman and Kothari, 2014] , who also show that the same holds if the distribution is uniform over points of Hamming weight k, for any fixed k ∈ {0, . . . , n}. (Feldman and Kothari, 2014) . For 0 ≤ k ≤ n, let Π k denote the uniform distribution over points of Hamming weight k. For every disjunction f and ǫ > 0, there exists a polynomial p of degree at most
Lemma 4.3
This result implies a basis for approximating disjunctions over arbitrary symmetric distributions. All we need is to partition the domain {−1, 1} n into ∪ 0≤k≤n S k layers and use a (different) polynomial for each layer. Formally, the basis now contains functions of the form IND(k) · χ, where IND is the indicator function of being in layer of Hamming weight k and χ is a monomial of degree O(log(1/ǫ)). In contrast, as shown in [Feldman and Kothari, 2014] , there exist symmetric distributions over which disjunctions cannot be ℓ 1 -approximated by low-degree polynomials.
These results together with the ℓ 1 regression in Thm. 3.10 immediately yield an agnostic learning algorithm for the class of coverage functions CV over any product or symmetric distribution. We now remark that any algorithm that agnostically learns the class of coverage functions on n inputs on the uniform distribution on {0, 1} n in time n o(log ( 1 ǫ )) would yield a faster algorithm for the notoriously hard problem of learning sparse parities with noise. The reduction only uses the fact that coverage functions include all monotone disjunctions and follows from the results in [Kalai et al., 2008 , Feldman, 2012 (see [Feldman and Kothari, 2014] for details).
Proper Agnostic Learning
For the special case of bounded product distributions, that is, product distributions with one dimensional marginal expectations bounded away from 0 and 1 by constants, we can in fact obtain a proper agnostic learner for CV. The proof is based on approximating coverage functions by truncating the expansion of a coverage function in terms of monotone disjunctions (Lem. 2.1) to keep only the terms corresponding to short disjunctions. We show that such a truncation is enough to approximate the function with respect to ℓ 1 error. Recall that by Lem. 2.1, such a truncation is itself a coverage function. 
Proof. By Lem. 2.1 and the fact that c is a coverage function we obtain that c ′ is a non-negative combination of monotone disjunctions with the sum of coefficients being at most 1, that is a coverage function itself. For each x ∈ {−1, 1} n , non-negativity of the coefficients α S implies c(x) ≤ c ′ (x).
For a monotone disjunction OR S , observe that if
As an immediate corollary of Lem. 4.5 and Thm. 3.10, we obtain an algorithm for agnostic learning of coverage functions on the uniform distribution. Proof. Lem. 4.5 shows that every coverage function can be approximated by a non-negative linear combination of monotone disjunctions of length log ( 1 ǫ ) within ǫ in the ℓ 1 -norm. Now, Thm. 3.10 with Remark 3.1 immediately yields an agnostic learning algorithm.
Privately Releasing Monotone Conjunction Counting Queries
In this section we use our learning algorithms to derive privacy-preserving algorithms for releasing monotone conjunction (equivalently, disjunction) counting queries. We begin with the necessary formal definitions.
Preliminaries
Differential Privacy: We use the standard formal notion of privacy, referred to as differential privacy, proposed by Dwork et al. [2006] . For some domain X, we will call D ⊆ X a data set. data sets D, D ′ ⊂ X are adjacent if one can be obtained from the other by adding a single element. In this paper, we will focus on Boolean data sets, thus, X ⊆ {−1, 1} n for n ∈ N. We now define a differentially private algorithm. In the following, A is an algorithm that takes as input a data set D and outputs an element of some set R.
Definition 5.1 (Differential privacy [Dwork et al., 2006] ). An (randomized) algorithm A : 2 X → R is ǫ-differentially private if for all r ∈ R and every pair of adjacent data sets
Private Counting Query Release: We are interested in algorithms that answer predicate counting queries on Boolean data sets. A predicate counting query finds the fraction of elements in a given data set that satisfy the predicate. More generally, given a query c : {−1, 1} n → [0, 1], a counting query corresponding to c on a data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of size m := |D|, expects in reply q c (D) = 1/m r∈D c(r). In our applications, we will only insist on answering the counting queries approximately, that is, for some τ > 0, an approximate counting query in the setting above expects a value v that satisfies |v−1/m r∈D c(r)| ≤ τ . We refer to τ as the tolerance of the counting query. A class of queries C mapping {−1, 1} n into [0, 1], thus induces a counting query function
For a class C of such functions and a data set D, the goal of a data release algorithm is to output a summary H : C → [0, 1] that provides (approximate) answers to queries in C. A private data release algorithm additionally requires that H be produced in a differentially private way with respect to the participants in the data set. One very useful way of publishing a summary is to output a synthetic data setD ⊆ {−1, 1} n such that for any query c ∈ C, q c (D) is a good approximation for q c (D). Synthetic data sets are an attractive method for publishing private summaries as they can be directly used in software applications that are designed to run on Boolean data sets in addition to being easily understood by humans.
For a class C of queries mapping {−1, 1} n into [0, 1], and a distribution Π on C, an algorithm A (α, β)-answers queries from C over a data set D on the distribution Π, if for
For convenience we will only measure the average errorᾱ and require that Ef∼Π[|CQ D (f ) − H(f )|] ≤ᾱ. Clearly, one can obtain an (α, β)-query release algorithm from anᾱ-average error query release algorithm by settingᾱ = α · β.
The key observation for obtaining conjunction query release algorithms from learning algorithms for coverage functions is that for any data set D and the query class of monotone conjunctions, 1 − CQ D is a coverage function. Namely, for any S ⊆ [n], let AND S be the monotone conjunction ∧ i∈S x i which equals 1 iff each x i = −1 for i ∈ S and for x ∈ {−1, 1} n let S x ⊆ [n] be the set such that
is a coverage function. We include a simple proof of this fact for completeness.
Note that 1 − AND Sx (z) = 1 −
Then,
Lem. 5.2 implies that for the class of monotone conjunctions C, the set of functions {1 − CQ D |D ⊆ {−1, 1} n } is a subset of CV. Additive error approximation for c D = 1 − CQ D is equivalent to additive error approximation of CQ D . Therefore to obtain a private release algorithm with average errorᾱ relative to a distribution Π over monotone conjunctions, it is sufficient to produce a hypothesis h that satisfies, Ex∼Π[|cD(x) − h(x)|] ≤ᾱ, where we view Π also as a distribution over vectors corresponding to conjunctions (with x corresponding to AND Sx ). Note that the average error is exactly the ℓ 1 -error in approximation of CQ D over distribution Π. A monotone conjunction query of length k corresponds to a point in {−1, 1} that has exactly k (−1)s.
To convert our learning algorithms to differentially-private release algorithms we rely on the following proposition that Gupta et al. [2011] prove using technique from [Blum et al., 2005] .
Proposition 5.1 (Gupta et al., 2011) . Let A denote an algorithm that uses q counting queries of tolerance τ in its computation. Then for every ǫ, δ > 0, with probability 1 − δ, A can be simulated in an ǫ-differentially private way provided that the size of data set |D| ≥ q(log q + log(1/δ))/(ǫ · τ ). Simulation of each query of A takes time O(|D|).
Releasing k-way Marginals with Low Average Error
We now describe a differentially private algorithm for releasing monotone conjunction counting queries of length k with low average error. The result is based on a simple implementation of the ℓ 1 linear regression algorithm using tolerant counting query access to the data set D. Let C k be the class of all monotone conjunctions of length k ∈ [n] and let Π k denote the uniform distribution over C k .
Theorem 5.3. For every ǫ > 0, there is an ǫ-differentially private algorithm which for any data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of size n Ω(log (1/ᾱ)) · log 1/δ/ǫ, with probability at least 1 − δ publishes a data structure H that answers counting queries for C k with an average error of at mostᾱ relative to Π k . The algorithm runs in time n O(log (1/ᾱ)) · log (1/δ)/ǫ and the size of H is n O(log (1/ᾱ)) .
Proof. In the light of the discussion above, we show how to implement the algorithm described in Thm. 1.7 to learn {c D | D ⊆ {−1, 1} n } with tolerant value query access to the data set D. We will simulate the algorithm described in Thm. 1.7 over distribution Π k and with excess ℓ 1 -error ofᾱ/2. The algorithm uses ℓ 1 linear regression to find a linear combination of t = n O(log (1/ᾱ)) monomials that best fits random examples (x i , y i ).
We can simulate random examples of c D by drawing x from Π k and making the counting query on the conjunction AND Sx . Since we can only use τ -tolerant queries, we are guaranteed that the value we obtain, denote it byc D (x), satisfies |c D (x) −c D (x)| ≤ τ . This additional error in values has average value of at most τ and hence can cause ℓ 1 linear regression to find a solution whose average absolute error is up to 2τ worse than the average absolute error of the optimal solution. This means that we are guaranteed that the returned polynomial H satisfies E[|cD(x) − H(x)|] ≤ 2τ +ᾱ/2. We set τ =ᾱ/4 and obtain that the error is at mostᾱ. This implementation makes n O(log (1/ᾱ)) (ᾱ/4)-tolerant counting queries to the data set D and uses n O(log (1/ᾱ)) time to output H. Applying Proposition 5.1, we obtain that there exists a ǫ-differentially private algorithm to compute an H as above with the claimed bounds on the size of D and running time.
Releasing All Marginals with Low Average Error
Next, we show that we can implement the algorithm from Thm. 3.5 using tolerant counting query access to the data set D and thereby obtain a private data release algorithm for monotone conjunctions with low average error relative to the uniform distribution. Notice that since we only promise low-average error over all monotone conjunction counting queries, for some k's the average error on conjunctions of length k can be very large.
Theorem 5.4 (Thm. 1.9 restated). Let C be the class of all monotone conjunctions. For every ǫ, δ > 0, there exists an ǫ-differentially private algorithm which for any data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of sizeΩ(n log(1/δ)/(ǫᾱ 6 )), with probability at least 1 − δ, publishes a data structure H that answers counting queries for C with respect to the uniform distribution with average error of at mostᾱ. The algorithm runs in timeÕ(n 2 log(1/δ)/(ǫᾱ 10 )) and the size of H is log n ·Õ(1/ᾱ 4 ).
Proof. In the algorithm from Thm. 3.5 the random examples of the target coverage function c are used only to estimate Fourier coefficients of c within tolerance θ/2. Thus to implement the algorithm from Thm. 3.5, it is sufficient to show that for any index set T ⊆ [n], we can compute c D (T ) within θ/2 using tolerant counting query access to D.
Consider any set T ⊆ [n] and recall that for any x ∈ {−1, 1} n , S x = {i | x i = −1}. From the proof of Lemma 5.2, we have:
Define F T (z) = (1 + OR S −z (T ))/2. Now F T is a function with range [0, 1] and from equation (2) above, we observe that c D (T ) can be estimated with tolerance θ/2 by making a counting query for F T on D with tolerance θ/4. We now note that ℓ 1 -error of hypothesis h over the uniform distribution on {−1, 1} n is the same as the average errorᾱ of answering counting queries using h over the uniform distribution on monotone disjunctions. Therefore θ/4 = (ᾱ) 2 /24. The number of queries made by the algorithm is exactly equal to the number of Fourier coefficients estimated by it which is O(n + 1/ᾱ 4 ). The output of the PAC learning algorithm is a linear combination of O(1/ᾱ 2 ) parities over a subset of O(1/ᾱ 2 ) variables and hence requires log n ·Õ(1/ᾱ 4 ) space. Note that given correct estimates of Fourier coefficients, the PAC learning algorithm is always successful. By applying Proposition 5.1, we can obtain an ǫ-differentially private execution of the PAC learning algorithm that succeeds with probability at least 1 − δ provided that the data set size is Ω (n +ᾱ 4 ) log(n +ᾱ 4 ) + log(1/δ) ǫᾱ 2 =Ω(n log(1/δ)/(ǫᾱ 6 )).
The running time is dominated by the estimation of Fourier coefficients and hence is O(n + 1/ᾱ 4 ) = O(n/ᾱ 4 ) times the size of the data set.
We now use our proper PAC learning algorithm for coverage functions to obtain an algorithm for synthetic data set release for answering monotone conjunction counting queries.
Theorem 5.5. Let C be the class of all monotone conjunctions. For every ǫ, δ > 0, there exists an ǫ-differentially private algorithm which for any data set D ⊆ {−1, 1} n of size n ·ᾱ −Ω(log (1/ᾱ)) · log(1/δ)/ǫ, with probability at least 1− δ, releases a synthetic data setD of sizeᾱ −O(log (1/ᾱ)) that can answer counting queries for C with respect to the uniform distribution with average error of at mostᾱ. The algorithm runs in time n 2 ·ᾱ −O(log (1/ᾱ)) · log(1/δ)/ǫ.
Proof. We will show that we can implement our proper PAC learning algorithm for coverage functions (Algorithm 2) to learn {c D | D ⊆ {−1, 1} n } ⊆ CV using tolerant counting query access to the data set D. Algorithm 2 returns a hypothesis H : {−1, 1} n → [0, 1] given by a non-negative linear combination of monotone disjunctions that ℓ 1 -approximates c D . Then, H ′ defined by H ′ (x) = 1 − H(x), ℓ 1 approximates CQ D . We will then show that we can construct a data setD using H, such that cD computes the same function as H, up to a small discretization error. Now, CQD(x) = 1−cD(x), and thus, answering monotone conjunction queries based on the data setD incurs low average error. As before, an ǫ-differentially private version of this algorithm is then obtained by invoking Proposition 5.1.
Algorithm 2 uses the random examples from the target function to first estimate certain Fourier coefficients and then to run the ℓ 1 linear regression (Thm. 3.10) to find the coefficients of the linear combination or disjunctions. We have already shown that tolerant counting queries on the data set can be used to estimate Fourier coefficients.
Recall that we proved that there exist monotone disjunctions OR S 1 , OR S 2 , . . . , OR St and non-negative
The algorithm, at this stage, runs ℓ 1 linear regression to compute non-negative coefficients for appropriately chosen monotone disjunctions. As we showed in Thm. 5.3, ℓ 1 linear regression can be implemented via τ -tolerant counting queries and results in the additional error of 2τ . That is we obtain non-negative reals γ *
. Thus, we simulate Algorithm 2 with excess ℓ 1 -error ofᾱ/2 and let τ be the minimum of tolerance required for estimating Fourier coefficients andᾱ/8. The error of the coverage hypothesis function H is then at mostᾱ/2 + 2τ ≤ 3ᾱ/4. Inspecting the proof of Thm. 3.13 shows that τ =ᾱ O(log (1/α)) suffices. Thus, to summarize, we obtain that there exists an algorithm that makes n +ᾱ −O(log 1/ᾱ) τ -tolerant counting queries to the data set D (for τ as above) and uses n ·ᾱ −O(log 1/ᾱ) time to output a non-negative linear combination H of at mostᾱ −O(log 1/ᾱ) monotone disjunctions that satisfies c D − H 1 ≤ 3ᾱ/4. Applying Proposition 5.1, we obtain that there exists a ǫ-differentially private algorithm to compute an H as above with the claimed bounds on the size of D and running time.
We now convert our hypothesis H(x) = i∈[t] γ * i · OR S i (x) into a data set by using the converse of Lem. 5.2. For each OR S , let x S ∈ {−1, 1} n be defined by: for all j ∈ [n], x S j = −1 if and only if j ∈ S. Our goal is to construct a data setD in which each x S i for i ∈ [t] has a number of copies that is proportional to γ * i since this would imply that cD = H. To achieve this we first round down each γ * i to the nearest multiple ofᾱ/(4t) and letγ i denote the result. The functionH(x) = i≤tγ i · OR S i (x) satisfies H − H 1 ≤ᾱ/4 and hence H − c D 1 ≤ᾱ. Now we letD be the data set in which each
has 4tγ i /ᾱ copies (an non-negative integer by our discretization). From Lem. 5.2 we see that cD =H. Note that the size ofD is at most 4t/ᾱ =ᾱ −O(log (1/ᾱ)) .
6 Distribution-Independent Learning
Reduction from Learning Disjoint DNFs
In this section we show that distribution-independent learning of coverage functions is at least as hard as distribution-independent learning of disjoint DNF formulas. Proof. Let d = ∨ i≤s T i be a disjoint DNF with s terms. Disjointness of terms implies that d(x) = i≤s T i (x) for every x ∈ {−1, 1} n . By using de Morgan's law, we have: d = s − i≤s D i where each D i is a disjunction on the negated literals in T i . We will now use a standard reduction [Kearns et al., 1994a ] through a one-to-one map m : {−1, 1} n → {−1, 1} 2n and show that there exists a sum of monotone
The mapping m maps x ∈ {−1, 1} n to y ∈ {−1, 1} 2n such that for each i ∈ [n], y 2i−1 = x i and y 2i = −x i . To define d ′ , we modify each disjunction D j in the representation of d to obtain a monotone disjunction D ′ j and set
For each x i that appears in D j we include y 2i−1 in D ′ j and for each ¬x i in D j we include y 2i . Thus D ′ j is a monotone disjunction on y 1 , . . . , y 2n . It is easy to verify that
We now describe the reduction itself. As usual, we can assume that the number of terms in the target disjoint DNF, is known to the algorithm. This assumption can be removed via the standard "guess-anddouble" trick. Given random examples drawn from a distribution D on {−1, Finally, the running time of our simulation is dominated by the running time of A.
Reduction to Learning of Thresholds of Monotone Disjunctions
We give a general reduction of the problem of learning a class of bounded real-valued functions C to the problem of learning linear thresholds of C. It is likely folklore in the context of PAC learning and was employed by Hardt et al. [2012] in a reduction from the problem of private data release. Here we give a slightly more involved analysis that also shows that this reduction applies in the agnostic learning setting. The reduction preserves the distribution on the domain and hence can be applied both for learning with respect to a fixed distribution and also in the distribution-independent setting. We remark that this reduction might make the problem (computationally) harder than the original problem. For example while, as we demonstrated, coverage functions are learnable efficiently over the uniform distribution. At the same time linear thresholds of monotone disjunctions appear to be significantly harder to learn, in particular they include monotone CNF formulas that are not known to be learnable efficiently. For any y ∈ R, let thr(y) : R → {0, 1} be the function that is 1 iff y ≥ 0. For any class C of functions mapping {−1, 1} n into [0, 1], let C ≥ denote the class of Boolean functions {thr(c − θ) | c ∈ C, θ ∈ [0, 1]}. Proof. We will use the algorithm A that agnostically learns C ≥ to obtain an algorithm A ′ that agnostically learns C. Let P be a distribution on {−1, 1} n → [0, 1] whose marginal distribution on {−1, 1} n is D. Let c * ∈ C be the function that achieves the optimum error, that is E (x,y)∼P [|c * (x) − y|] = min f ∈C E (x,y)∼P [|f (x) − y|]. For any θ ∈ [0, 1], let P θ denote the distribution on {−1, 1} n × {0, 1} obtained by taking a random sample (x, y) from P and outputting the sample (x, thr(y − θ)).
Our algorithm learns C as follows.
1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊ 1 ǫ ⌋ = t and θ = i · ǫ simulate random examples from P θ and use A with an accuracy of ǫ to learn a hypothesis h i . Notice that the marginal distribution of P θ on {−1, 1} n is D.
2. Return h = ǫ · i∈ [t] h i as the final hypothesis.
To see why h is a good hypothesis for P, first observe that for any y ∈ [0, 1],
Let c * i : {−1, 1} n → {0, 1} be defined by c * i (x) = thr(c * (x) − i · ǫ) for every i ∈ [t]. Thus, 0 ≤ c * (x) − ǫ · i∈[t] c * i (x) ≤ ǫ for every x ∈ {−1, 1} n . Now, since A returns a hypothesis with error of at most ǫ higher than the optimum for C ≥ and c * i ∈ C ≥ for every i we have: 
for every i ∈ [t]. Now, for any fixed y, the number of i ∈ [t] for which thr(y − i · ǫ) = c * i (x) is at most ⌈ Using these results and Lem. 2.1, we can now relate the complexity of learning coverage functions with ℓ 1 -error on any fixed distribution to the complexity of PAC learning of the class the class of thresholds of non-negative sums of monotone disjunctions on the same distribution. 
Conclusions
In this work we described algorithms that provably learn coverage functions efficiently in PAC and PMAC learning models when the distribution is restricted to be uniform. While the uniform distribution assumption is a subject of intensive research in computational learning theory, it is unlikely to ever hold in practical applications. That said, our algorithms make sense and can be used even when the distribution of examples is not uniform (or product) possibly with some tweaks to the parameters. In fact, our algorithms include some of the standard ingredients used in practical machine learning such identification of relevant variables and polynomial regression. Therefore it would be interesting to evaluate the algorithms on real-world data.
Our work also leaves many natural questions about structure and learnability of coverage and related classes of functions (such as submodular, OXS and XOS) open. For example: (1) can coverage functions of unbounded size be PAC/PMAC learned properly and efficiently over the uniform distribution? (2) can OXS functions be PAC/PMAC learned efficiently over the uniform distribution? (3) which other natural distributions can coverage functions be learned on efficiently?
A Omitted Proofs
Proof of Lemma 2.1. Suppose c : {−1, 1} n → R + is a coverage function. Then, there exist a universe U and sets A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n with an associated weight function w : U → R + , such that for any x ∈ {−1, 1} n , c(x) = u∈∪ j:x j =−1 A j w(u). For any u ∈ U , let S u = {j ∈ [n] | u ∈ A j }. Then, c(x) = u∈U w(u) · OR Su (x) since OR Su (x) = 1 if and only if x j = −1 for some j ∈ S. This yields a representation of c as a linear combination of |U | disjunctions.
For the converse, now let c be any function such that there exist non-negative coefficients α S for every S ⊆ [n], S = ∅ such that c(x) = S⊆[n],S =∅ α S · OR S (x). We will now construct a universe U and sets A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n with an associated weight function w : U → [0, 1] and show that f (x) =
